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Once again this best-selling author-illustrator delights toddlers with an irresistible lift-and-peek

format that turns learning into pure fun. Each spread features a colorful geometric shape sporting a

distinctive pattern. With the flip of a gatefold, the patterned shape becomes a merry troupe of

similarly patterned animals engaged in giggle-producing antics. Peek under a striped orange cube

and discover a striped orange tiger daddy overwhelmed by playful cubs. A swirly purple wedge

reveals a bevy of butterflies, swirly purple wings aflutter as they vie for a sip of nectar. And while

toddlers explore the eye-pleasing visuals, they?ll take an important first step toward reading as they

begin to associate pictures with words.Spotted Yellow Frogs introduces a new animal, pattern,

shape, and color on each of its eight fold-out spreads. Two bonus spreads containing eight more

lift-and-peek opportunities unfold to over three feet long and provide hands-on guessing game fun

and a spot-the-errors challenge.Matthew Van Fleet lives in Chappaqua, New York.
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We got this book with a bunch of other hand-me-downs, and now I'm planning on getting the others

from this author. My daughter is almost a year, and she gets squirmy every time we try to read any

book but this one. With this book, she sits still, and looks so intently at the pages, laughing as we

open each flap. Every time I say "the end", she signs "more". She could sit and read it over and

over. While the shapes are more advanced than a baby will understand, I highly recommend this



book for little ones, as well as preschoolers!

My 25 months old daughter liked the "Fuzzy Yellow Duckling" book she discovered at playgroup,

and I decided that it was worth ordering from .com. While reviewing the selection by the same

author, I ended up buying this one too. It hasn't been a disappointment, my daughter loves both

books although I feel that this one is more suitable for slightly older children since the shapes it

teaches are things like cubes, columns, wedges etc. Still, it's a great and very clever little book with

a wonderful "ending" of double sided long "synopsis" of the book. I think I will buy the 3rd book by

this author soon.

This is a fun book that is entertaining for both baby and parents. Our son loved it from when he was

just a few weeks old. The bright colors really catch his attention and now he loves to pull out the

pages himself. This book is a must have.

It's a good thing I love this book, because I've had to read it every day for the past two weeks and

there is no end in sight to my son's enthusiasm. Not only is it a good introduction to complex

shapes, but the illustrations are phenomenal. The animals are drawn with complex emotions on

their faces that are fun to discuss with my child. From bored to exhausted to annoyed to surprised to

delighted to perplexed and on and on, with small details in the background that my son loves to look

for over and over. This one will be a gift to other children from now on.

My son calls it the sticky tongue book. I like to call it a wonderfully illustrated and educational book

for young children. 3d shapes are shown in different colors and patterns and then open up to show

a scene of different creatures underneath. A red zig zag ball turns to a family of red zig zag beetles

tickling each other and playing, one is eating and one is sleeping. My 2 year old loves the humor in

the pictures. He asks to read this book every day.

Matthew Van Fleet is one of my favorite authors. This books is so creative, the way he blends

animals, patterns and 3D shapes in a lift-the-flap format. Our kids loved this book when they were

little, so I bought it as a gift for my nephew. I gave it 3 stars instead of 5 because the back of the

book at black gummy smudges on it....and I bought it new through  Prime. The book gets 5 stars...

gets 3 stars for selling a dirty copy and labeling it new.



I used this book in a learning center for a second grade class to reinforce the concept of 3-D

shapes. They loved the illustrations which provided an excellent visual format for the concept. The

minimal text makes it very readable yet the vocabulary is challenging enough for all reading levels.

Considering it was written for preschoolers, the older kids loved it.

This book was recommended to me by another speech-language pathologist. It is perfect to assist

children with adjectives and describing words. Unfortunately, the book I really wanted didn't seem to

be in print. I selected another version. I like it, but it has the potential to be quickly ruined by small

children with rough hands.
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